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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0387170A1] A pivot for a tilting or oscillating roof window, comprising a stationary element (10) fixed to the frame (7) equipped with an
upper covering cap (8), a movable element (11) fixed to the tilting or oscillating leaf (1) equipped with a lower covering cap (2), and an intermediate
element (9) connected to the stationary element (10) by means of a first articulation axle (12) and to the movable element (11) by means of a
second articulation axle (13), in the position for cleaning the tilting or oscillating leaf (1) these two articulation axles (12, 13) being offset outwards in
relation to the plane of the leaf tilting or oscillating as a result of rotations about the two articulation axles (12, 13), of which the intermediate element
(9) located between the stationary element (10) fixed to the frame (7') and the movable element (11) fixed to the leaf (1) is composed of three means
(14, 34, 45), each of which forms a control means and rotation means for the adjacent means, in order to impart to the leaf (1), from its closing
position to its cleaning position or vice versa, a continuous rotational movement as a result of simultaneous rotations of the intermediate element (9)
about the first articulation axle (12) and about the second articulation axle (13) respectively. <IMAGE>
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